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ABSTRACT
Social movements use social computing systems to complement offline mobilizations, but prior literature has focused almost exclusively on movement actors’ use of social media. In this paper, we analyze participation and attention to topics connected with the Black Lives Matter movement in the English language version of Wikipedia between 2014 and 2016. Our results point to the use of Wikipedia to (1) intensively document and connect historical and contemporary events, (2) collaboratively migrate activity to support coverage of new events, and (3) dynamically re-appraise pre-existing knowledge in the aftermath of new events. These findings reveal patterns of behavior that complement theories of collective memory and collective action and help explain how social computing systems can encode and retrieve knowledge about social movements as they unfold.
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INTRODUCTION
Contemporary social movements use social computing and social media platforms to mobilize supporters, negotiate meaning, alter their relationship to media gatekeepers, and reframe issues [3, 35]. How does knowledge about a social movement come into being while the movement unfolds? What dynamics characterize participation in social computing systems around ongoing and contentious political events as a movement coalesces?

This paper analyzes how the Black Lives Matter movement (BLM) has manifested itself within the English language Wikipedia. The English Wikipedia is the largest language edition and includes articles on topics relevant to the current study: breaking news, social movements, protests, and social justice issues. Wikipedia is also a place for collective memory building around historical events, such as the Arab Spring and the Vietnam War [7, 33, 36], as well as unfolding coverage of breaking news [25, 27, 22]. BLM provides a case study of a social movement generating breaking news around social justice issues across the United States.

We use trace data from BLM relevant articles’ revision histories and pagewviews on Wikipedia to understand dynamics of attention, collective memory, and knowledge production in response to a movement. Prior work on social movements and social computing has focused disproportionately on Twitter and Facebook use, emphasizing interpersonal interactions, event coordination, and information diffusion dynamics among movement participants. In contrast, Wikipedia exemplifies a collaborative knowledge and memory production system that aims to remain independent of movement influence. Analyzing the temporal changes around movement-related articles offers an ideal perspective on how knowledge about a social movement shifts while it is still in action.

Our results complement and extend existing analyses of social computing activity around social movements as well as prior work on Wikipedia participation dynamics. We find that movement events and external media coverage appear to drive attention and editing activity to BLM-related topics on Wikipedia. This activity and attention intensified as the movement gained prominence and momentum, leading to bigger spikes of attention to movement events, faster coverage of new movement topics, expanded discussion, and the emergence of networks of attention and collaboration around BLM-related articles. Specifically, we describe three key processes that we observe in Wikipedia around topics related to BLM: intensified documentation, collaborative migration, and dynamic re-appraisal.

Our findings show novel patterns of collective memory that occur in social computing in conjunction with social movement events. In addition, we describe novel dynamics of attention and collaboration within Wikipedia while also replicating patterns from prior Wikipedia research in other topic domains. We look only at events connected to a single movement, but the processes we observe may help explain general patterns of collective memory making within social computing systems.
BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

The “Black Lives Matter” movement

BLM emerged in the United States during the summer of 2014 in response to instances of police officers shooting or killing unarmed African Americans. The roots of the movement stretch much further back in time and, for some supporters, encompass the history of racial violence, exclusion, inequality, mass incarceration, and slavery in the United States. However, most accounts of the movement place its immediate origins in Ferguson, Missouri with the death of Michael Brown on August 9, 2014.

Michael Brown, an 18 year-old African American man, was killed in Ferguson, Missouri by Darren Wilson, a 28 year-old white Ferguson police officer. In response to Brown’s death, protesters and activist groups adopted the phrase “Black Lives Matter” to metonymize their grievances. This phrase originated in response to the shooting death of another unarmed African American teenager, Trayvon Martin, in Sanford, Florida early in 2012 [13]. As it became clear that the events in Ferguson had provoked nationwide concern, the phrase spread on social media and in the press [10]. Subsequent events from 2014 through 2016 involving the deaths of African Americans associated with police broadened the attention around “Black Lives Matter” as a movement focused on racial injustice and police violence. The political climate and ambiguity surrounding BLM’s goals has since generated numerous supporters and critics of the movement.

From the beginning, social media systems played a critical role in the rise and popularization of BLM [13]. Twitter has generated a great deal of activity as a place where content and issues specific to the African American community have gained attention [40]. Following the deaths of Martin, Brown, and others, the dissemination of images, videos, and hashtags on Twitter and other social media served a pivotal role leading to the emergence of BLM [10, 19]. However, the impact of the BLM movement in social computing extends far beyond social media. We seek to understand this broader impact by studying activity in Wikipedia around topics related to BLM.

Social movements & social computing systems

Social media platforms have played influential roles in mobilizing participation in social movements. These platforms are designed to reduce coordination costs as well as enhance information sharing, potentially encouraging more people to engage in protest politics than would have otherwise [41]. “Networked counterpublics” deploy novel tactics such as “threadjacking” to garner attention, recruit newcomers, and mobilize supporters [20]. Broadly speaking, these are all instances of computer-supported collective action [45]. We investigate a set of related concerns about how computer-supported collective action unfolds in the context of commons-based peer production systems: what patterns of attention, engagement, and collaboration emerge in social computing systems engaged in knowledge collaboration around contentious movements?

We extend prior work by investigating participation and attention in a peer production system that was not a primary site of mobilization for the movement under study. Recent studies of BLM have relied heavily on data from social media to examine how movement participants curate information and mobilize for action [5, 10, 19, 20]. In contrast, the contributors and readers of articles related to BLM on Wikipedia do not necessarily participate in the movement or share the perspectives of movement actors. Thus, rather than focus on social media as a mode of movement participation, we investigate whether and how the patterns of knowledge collaboration and information consumption in an online peer production community shape the representation of a social movement.

BREAKING NEWS & CURRENT EVENTS IN WIKIPEDIA

The Wikipedia collaborations around breaking news display unique patterns of activity and engagement within emergent topic spaces. Editors demonstrate remarkable ability to respond to current events: they create articles within minutes of major disasters and catastrophes [25], alter collaboration practices to support high-tempo interactions [26], rapidly regenerate prior organizational structures [27], and adopt differentiated social roles [23]. A broader literature has shown that editors act interdependently assuming nuanced social roles [1, 43], managing conflict dynamics [30, 44], and coordinating their actions to produce high quality content [29]. Other research has approached the study of the Wikipedia community itself through the focus of social movement theory (e.g., [21, 31]). This prior work has considered the dynamics of breaking news coverage on Wikipedia and has described Wikipedia editing as a form of social movement activity, but has not focused on editing activity around social movement events as they are occurring.

Articles related to BLM in the English language Wikipedia provide an ideal case to understand more about current social movements through the lens of social computing systems. The movement is a current event, the associated deaths and protests made breaking news, and the topic occupies a domain that bridges different content areas in the platform. Collaboratively producing knowledge about social movements could be dynamic and contentious in ways that other breaking news events are not. Prior research on breaking news in Wikipedia does not consider the need to situate new events with the context of older events. BLM, in particular, focuses on the deaths of a minority group in the United States, is embedded within historically contentious issues, and continues to generate new information. This case can extend our understanding of breaking news practices in Wikipedia to include a social movement and related events.

RQ1: How has Wikipedia editing activity and the coverage of BLM movement events changed over time?

RQ2: How have Wikipedians collaborated across articles about events and the BLM movement?
Collective memory in social computing

BLM also lets us explore how social computing systems serve as sites of collective memory. The movement centers around a series of recent deaths. Social movements often focus on transforming individual events such as these into collective memories [16, 39]. A group’s shared sense of the past contributes to collective action by providing common frames to articulate grievances, develop shared identity, regenerate networks and resources, and increase incentives for cooperation [12, 34]. Halbwachs’s theory of collective memory argues that memories shape and are shaped by present concerns and developed through social interactions [14]. Observing memory building around a social movement with respect to related events provides new insights into collective memory in Wikipedia.

Prior work by Pentzold [36] describes the role of Wikipedia in constructing collective memories. Wikipedia’s openness, popularity, and detailed archival records enable investigations into the processes of translating a topic’s archival materials, historical scholarship, and other memories into an article. Subsequent research followed this perspective with a number of case studies. Memory-building processes for the Egyptian revolution across languages [7], the deaths of notable people [24], and the Vietnam War [33] have all extended the understanding of how editors collaborate, manage conflicts, and produce knowledge in a commemorative mode. The current study extends the application of collective memory to events and memories encoded into individual articles that in turn compose a larger network documenting evidence relevant to a social movement.

However, there are opposing perspectives regarding whether collective memory threatens or supports collective action. Each perspective implies different dynamics between activity and attention across current and historical events. On one hand, tragic events in the past act as proof that transgressing the status quo is dangerous, which reinforces shame, fear, and apathy [38]. Such events can be collectively self-censored and more favorable events privileged in order to preserve a positive self-image or dominant social identity. On the other hand, tragic events can be translated and sustained in oral, written, or visual histories as well as commemorated through rituals (e.g., anniversaries) and artifacts (e.g., literature). These collective memory repertoires provide interpretive material for people to make sense of current events, which in turn support solidarity and collective action [16]. In this view, activity around current events should be positively correlated with historical events as they are re-surfaced and sustained to support information seeking and mobilization.

RQ3: How are events on Wikipedia re-appraised following new events?

DATA AND METHODS

This study uses the revision histories of English language Wikipedia pages related to BLM collected on April 21, 2016. A custom Python script built with the Wikitools library¹ retrieved data from the English Wikipedia’s MediaWiki API.² The creation of the analysis page set required multiple steps. First, we built a list of potential pages by identifying the 59 articles belonging to the Black Lives Matter Wikipedia template (Figure 1) and the 74 articles in the Black Lives Matter Wikipedia category. From the union of these unique pages, we excluded pages if they were not focused on the movement, a death, or a protest event. These pages were excluded because of the current study’s focus on coverage and attention related to the movement, motivating deaths, and the protests in response. The resulting articles covered the social movement itself (1 page), deaths of African Americans (37 pages), and protest events (4 pages) totaling 42 pages.

We included the redirects and talk pages as well. Redirects give insights into editors who were interested in contributing, but may have edited a similar page before the current version became the main article for a topic [17]. We map activity on the redirected page to the target article of the redirect. The overall editing on redirect pages represents a small amount of activity to the sample (1.7% of total), but is included to provide article creation data. Talk pages are a history of discussions that occur throughout the lifespan of articles. In the complete set, there were 86,940 revisions made by 6,795 editors to 141 articles and talk pages from January 6, 2009 to April 21, 2016.

To supplement the revision data, we also analyze the pageviews for the sample from January 1, 2014 to January 1, 2016. Pageviews are a count of the number of visitors to each Wikipedia article. The data was extracted using Python from a third-party database of daily pageviews data.³ While this time range truncates some of the information that can be gained for some of the article sample, the two years of

1https://github.com/alexz-enwp/wikitools
2https://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php
3http://stats.grok.se/
Editors engage in an emergent practice we call intensified documentation surrounding BLM. We gain insights into the editing activity, attention, and collaboration surrounding BLM on Wikipedia. Additionally, we qualitatively review discussions from the movement’s talk page to further investigate collaborations surrounding BLM.

RESULTS

RQ1: Intensified Documentation
Research Question 1 asked, “How has Wikipedia editing activity and coverage of the BLM movement events changed over time?” We examine this question in two ways. First, we describe the revision and pageview activity to the top articles and identify variation in monthly activity due to current events. Second, we observe changes in the latency between the occurrence of an event and the creation of its article. There is wide variance, but latencies decline for events since the beginning of BLM. These results suggest Wikipedia editors engage in an emergent practice as they create more content, more quickly, within the normative constraints of Wikipedia policies like neutral point of view or notability. As BLM gained notoriety, Wikipedians covered new events more rapidly and also created articles for older events.

Revision histories document several dimensions of knowledge creation in Wikipedia: the editor, time stamp, and content changed in each revision. Table 1 shows the number of revisions, editors, talk page revisions, talk page editors, and pageviews to the ten articles with the most revisions. The amount of activity on these ten articles and talk pages dominates all of the activity on the other 121 pages in the sample combined. The Top 10 pages and their corresponding talk pages account for 76,194 (87.6%) of all revisions, and 5,449 (80.2%) editors made these revisions. Excluding BLM, these top articles are about events that generated a large amount of media attention outside of Wikipedia [10, 13, 19]. The activity for the “Shooting of Michael Brown” and the “Shooting of Trayvon Martin” contribute 52,941 (60.9%) of all revisions. Excluding BLM, these top articles are about events that generated a large amount of media attention outside of Wikipedia [10, 13, 19]. The activity for the “Shooting of Michael Brown” and the “Shooting of Trayvon Martin” contribute 52,941 (60.9%) of all revisions by themselves. The “Shooting of Michael Brown” article also had the most pageviews, accounting for 31.5% of all views in the sample combined.

Figure 2 visualizes the monthly activity for all the pages included in analysis. The number of revisions (blue line), editors (green), and pages (red) are plotted.
Before 2014
During 2014
After 2014

Figure 3. The time difference (lag) between BLM-related deaths and the date that the corresponding Wikipedia page is created. The y-axis is ordered chronologically from oldest death (top) to most recent. Points for each death are grouped by color corresponding to when they occurred: “Before 2014”, “During 2014”, or “After 2014”.

Temporal dynamics of article creation

The template for BLM includes 37 incidents that resulted in the deaths of African Americans (Figure 1), but how long after these incidents did it take for Wikipedia articles to be generated? The time between an event and the creation of its Wikipedia article event can signal its significance [27]. Unlike the “wiki-bituary” activity following the deaths of people who already had Wikipedia articles [24], the deceased subjects in our sample did not have articles until after their deaths generated media attention. Figure 3 plots the 37 events and the time elapsed between the event and article creation.

We note the wide variation in article creation latency. Only two of the deaths have articles created within 24 hours of the event (“Charleston Church Shooting” and “Wilkinsburg police shooting”); across the rest of events, it takes at least 48 hours. Even the deaths that were major news stories in the United States, such as “Shooting of Michael Brown,” “Shooting of Trayvon Martin,” and “Death of Eric Garner” took at least two days for their articles to be created. Many of the articles appear months or even years after the deaths occurred. The “Shooting of Rekia Boyd” (1,133 days) and the “Shooting of Ramarley Grant” (1,097 days) had the longest article creation lag. In total, 12 of the events had article creation lags of at least 100 days. None of these events were among the most active pages in the sample by number of revisions.

Also in Figure 3, we separate the deaths into three categories that correspond to different phases of the BLM movement: “Before 2014,” “During 2014,” and “After 2014.” There are 11 death events that took place before 2014, 10 events during 2014, and 16 events after 2014. Before 2014 and the emergence of BLM, the 11 articles about deaths took on average 361 days to be created after each death. During 2014, when the BLM movement gained attention, the 10 pages about deaths took on average 107 days to be created. After 2014, the
16 pages about deaths took on average 51 days to be created after each death. The deaths of most of these African Americans did not become articles until after widespread attention started to be given to BLM and these types of incidents.

The BLM movement has led to both reduced latency in article creation and increased coverage of relevant deaths, demonstrating an overall pattern of intensified documentation. The rise of BLM has coincided with Wikipedia reducing its average response time from 361 to 51 days (86% reduction) when creating new articles about such related deaths. In addition, there have been more articles created about related deaths in the 16 months after 2014 than in the 60 months before 2014. The BLM movement and the curation of a Wikipedia template and category organized the topic space and appears to have helped editors create knowledge about the events related to the movement.

RQ2: Collaborative migration

Research Question 2 asked, “How have Wikipedians collaborated across articles and the BLM movement?”

To what extent did Wikipedia editors contribute across related articles? How does this activity change over time and in response to new events? We explore these questions in two ways. First, we examine the similarities between the sets of editors and changes over time across articles. Then we qualitatively investigate discussions on the “Black Lives Matter” talk page. Experienced editors were diligent in maintaining a neutral point of view, improving the sourcing, and making decisions about inclusion of related events in the article. These findings illustrate a distinctive mechanism we term collaborative migration in which groups of Wikipedia editors move among related event articles in the absence of traditional coordination structures to support co-authorship, such as templates or WikiProjects. In the case of BLM, many of these structures were not created until mid-2015.

Editor similarities over time

We analyze editor similarity across articles using Jaccard coefficients. The Jaccard coefficient captures the similarity between two sets of entities by computing the size of the intersection between entities in both sets, divided by the union of the sets. We computed daily Jaccard coefficients between the cumulative set of editors to a given article and the cumulative set of editors to all other articles in the corpus between January 2014 and January 2016. Substantively, this metric describes what fraction of users on an article in a given day had edited any other article in the corpus at any time leading up to and including that day. Small values indicate a small percentage of the editors on the article have engaged with other BLM-related articles while large values indicate there is substantial overlap between the editors of the article and the editors contributing across all other BLM articles. Assessing the similarity in editors between articles reveals whether the collaborators converge or diverge over time.

Figure 4 plots these daily Jaccard similarity coefficients for the Top 10 articles (Table 1). First, the daily editor similarities between articles are relatively low in absolute terms: the “Shooting of Michael Brown” article shows the greatest similarity in editor membership with the rest of the corpus but never rises above 7% similarity. Given the number of articles and the tendency for most editors to contribute only once, ~7% similarity over a set of 6,795 unique users is quite high.

Many newly-created articles like “Shooting of Michael Brown” follow a “rotated L”-shaped pattern of sharply rising similarity immediately following their creation followed by a plateau of relatively constant similarity in the cumulative editor sets. The immediate increase in similarity suggests a set of “earily responder” editors rapidly come together to contribute to and frame these articles. However, the tendency for editor similarity to decrease over time across these articles suggests that new contributors to these articles in the weeks and months after the events themselves tend to edit only that article rather than working across articles. Figure 4 also shows discontinuities in articles’ similarities around the time that new articles are created. For some events and some articles, this results in increased similarity scores. For others, the same event appears to drive down similarity, indicating that the article’s editors overlap less with the full set.

The creation of the “Black Lives Matter” article (Fig. 4, cyan line) in late 2014 corresponds to noticeable increases in the similarity coefficients for the articles about Michael Brown, Ferguson, and Eric Garner, but minor decreases in the similarity coefficients for Trayvon Martin and Oscar Grant. Editors on the “Black Lives Matter” article also started editing the former articles, but did not edit the latter articles. All of the related event articles show a general tendency towards slowly-declining similarity over time. The BLM article’s similarity coefficient, while relatively low compared to major event articles in absolute terms, has followed a different and constantly increasing trajectory. The trend suggests editors of event articles increasingly make contributions to the movement article as well.

Figure 5 measures editor similarity in an alternative way. It shows the extent to which editors of Top 10 articles (Table 1) collaborated in the rest of the articles over time. We compute the daily fraction of users who edited any of the Top 10 articles and the rest of the articles by relative dates since the non-Top 10 article was created. While there is wide variation in articles, the averaged values (in red) show the frac-
Black Lives Matter talk page discussion

The “Black Lives Matter” article in Figure 4 has an increasing trend of similarity that differs from other Top 10 articles. The article is the only one in the sample dedicated to the social movement and it is reliant upon the actual events that motivate it. We conducted an interpretive analysis of the “Black Lives Matter” talk page to better understand how the events are organized into knowledge on BLM. There were 74 editors who made 534 revisions (See Table 1), and 41 of these talk page editors also edited the BLM article itself. This indicates that only 10% of editors to the article participated in discussions on the talk page. Reviewing the posts that were made from December 21, 2014 to April 3, 2016 reveals deliberations about how Wikipedia rules should be applied to the movement’s article.

A recurring debate surrounded BLM’s connection to associated events and deaths. Editors deliberated how to situate the BLM article with respect to other related events while maintaining Wikipedia’s standards, such as keeping a neutral point of view¹, preventing it from becoming a “coat rack” article² for enumerating all related events, and identifying reliable sources³. During the time some of these discussions took place, neither the template nor category for BLM existed, and editors discussed whether and how to organize and situate individual events with the movement. One particularly active editor in the sample with 1,040 revisions, “MrX,” was adamant that clear connections between related events and BLM needed documentation before inclusion:

Many of the articles linked make no mention of BLM. Again, this is an original research issue and a WP:NPOV issue... My remaining concern is that a list like this may be WP:UNDUE, and turns the article into somewhat of a WP:COATRACK. For example, did Oscar Grant III’s death in 2009 actually inspire the movement that started four years later, or is this some revisionist history on the part of the organization?

Editors’ diligence against such inclusions suggests that Wikipedia remains a place for documenting events and revising accounts of the movement consistent with community standards such as NPOV. This included a debate about identifying a BLM protest. The most active editor in the sample, Mandruss (6,248 revisions), expressed concerns about what constitutes a related protest:

If I then protest the Killing of John Doe and invoke the BLM name, and some [reliable source] reports that I did so (without necessarily endorsing the connection), does that constitute a BLM protest?

The talk page illustrates challenges editors faced when trying to produce a neutral and consistent record about a social movement without explicitly supporting it. Identifying reliable sources is challenging with breaking movement events that lack authoritative, centralized sources of information. Editors also needed to decide when to focus content on BLM and to what extent to incorporate pages about individual events into BLM for background. In the context of collaborative migration, these discussions show the choices made in organizing knowledge among events before infrastructures (WikiProjects, categories, and templates) exist for topics and are essential for collaboration.

RQ3: Dynamic re-appraisal

Research Question 3 asked, “How are events on Wikipedia re-appraised following new events?” The declining event-article
latency in Figure 3 suggests relationships between different incidents. Some articles may drive attention or editing activity to other articles. We examine the extent to which revision and pageview behavior about different events are correlated with each other. Unlike other research on social movements, we use these Wikipedia measures to observe how people rely on prior events as part of the sensemaking process associated with a social movement. These relationships highlight a general pattern we term dynamic re-appraisal in which Wikipedia users engaged in information seeking return to previous event articles in response to current events.

Figure 6 is an example of daily pageview activity for four articles in the BLM corpus in the aftermath of Freddie Gray’s death in April 2015. The pageviews for all four appear to follow similar trends. There is a spike of activity on the “Death of Freddie Gray” and “2015 Baltimore protests” articles since these events were major news events at the time. The pageview activity for the “Shooting of Michael Brown” and “Ferguson unrest” articles also show attention spikes at the same time, despite these events happening nine months earlier. A little over a month later, in late June, we observe a spike in views to the “Death of Freddie Gray” and “Shooting of Michael Brown” articles without any corresponding increase in views to the “2015 Baltimore protests” or “Ferguson unrest” articles. These patterns highlight that attention to Wikipedia articles can spillover to adjacent articles [32]. We can use such highly-correlated behaviors to reveal topically similar or contextually relevant article relationships.

Tables 2–4 are the most positive correlations for daily revision, pageview, and revision-pageview activity (respectively). Revision activity (Table 2) has consistently lower correlations than the pageview (Table 3) or revision-pageview relationships (Table 4). The cost of editing articles is higher than simply viewing them, which is an intuitive explanation of the observed differences in correlation. The strongest correlations exist between articles about similar events, such as Freddie Gray and Baltimore protests or Michael Brown and Ferguson protests. These correlations also reveal temporal and spatial relationships. The article for Rekia Boyd was created in the same week as the articles for Freddie Gray and 2015 Baltimore protests. The Walter Scott shooting and Charleston church massacre both happened in Charleston, South Carolina in 2015 and the officer’s indictment in the former happened days after the latter.

**Clustering of article correlations**

To make sense of these three different correlation relationships, we use hierarchical clustering to identify article pairs that have similar correlation values across all three article interactions. We compute the distances between clusters using the Ward variance minimization algorithm and manually tuned the distance parameter to return four easily-interpretable clusters. The results are clusters where the three correlation values for each article pair in the cluster are more similar to other article pairs in the cluster than outside the cluster. Each cluster of article relationships can be qualitatively interpreted as having distinctive information consumption and production patterns. We focus on the cluster where pages’ pageview and revisions activity are most strongly and positively correlated with each other. Substantively, these article pairs are viewed and edited in similar ways on similar days—indicating that they have the most well-aligned production and consumption among those in our sample [42].

The set of article relationships in this highly-correlated cluster can also be visualized as a network to identify clusters of topics that behaved most similarly with each other. In Figure 7, each node in the network is an article and the articles are connected by directed links if these articles’ pageview and revision time series behavior appeared in the most strongly correlated cluster. Correlations between articles in this network indicates that both articles’ revision and pageview behaviors respond similarly to each other. This network perspective helps to surface latent relationships between topics based on the dynamics of users’ activity editing or viewing these pages at the same time.

This correlation network is not completely connected. Articles about the shootings of Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, and Oscar Grant, the most prominent and actively-edited events in our corpus, are found in the green-colored community at 3 o’clock in Figure 7. Despite the tremendous amount of activity on these articles, they are not the most central articles in the correlation network. Articles about the deaths of Freddie Gray and the 2015 Baltimore protests occupy the most central locations in this interaction network (in the pink-colored community at 10 o’clock in Figure 7).

Activity on these articles drove pageviews and revisions to each other, but not to other articles like “Black Lives Matter” and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 1</th>
<th>Article 2</th>
<th>Corr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freddie Gray</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rekia Boyd</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy McDole</td>
<td>James Craig Anderson</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamir Rice</td>
<td>Ferguson unrest</td>
<td>0.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Brown</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Five article pairs with strongest daily revision correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 1</th>
<th>Article 2</th>
<th>Corr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Brown</td>
<td>Ferguson unrest</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Scott</td>
<td>Charleston shooting</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freddie Gray</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson unrest</td>
<td>Freddie Gray</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Courtney Harris</td>
<td>Freddie Gray</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Five article pairs with strongest daily pageview correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 1</th>
<th>Article 2</th>
<th>Corr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freddie Gray</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Courtney Harris</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akai Gurley</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Scott</td>
<td>Charleston shooting</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson unrest</td>
<td>Baltimore protests</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Five article pairs with strongest revision-pageview correlations.
Shooting of Timothy Russell and Malissa Williams
Shooting of Ezell Ford

participation and attention around BLM organizes the topic space, and generates a neutral account-

ent events is not robustly correlated with the activity on the cluster implies that the activity on articles about individual

Black Lives Matter Dntre Hamilton. The lack of connectivity for BLM (at 9 o'clock in Figure 7), implying there was little correlation

in this cluster implies that the activity on articles about individual events is not robustly correlated with the activity on the BLM movement article. In other words, while articles about different events exhibit strong correlations in pageview and editing activity, this event-related activity is not also driving activity in the article about the movement itself.

The daily editing and pageview correlations between related-event articles show that articles can remain active sites of attention even when they are not breaking news stories. These “dynamic re-appraisal” processes capture users’ engagement with content about some — but not all — related events as part of information seeking and sensemaking routines in the aftermath of new events. These behaviors capture emergent knowledge collaboration relationships within social computing systems beyond existing affordances such as coauthorship, hyperlinking, or categorization.

DISCUSSION
This analysis of activity around Wikipedia articles related to the Black Lives Matter movement contributes to prior literature on social movements by describing knowledge production and collective memory in a social computing system as the movement and related events are happening. We identify three distinct mechanisms — intensified documentation, collaborative migration, and dynamic re-appraisal — that occur throughout the BLM-related pages on Wikipedia. Through these mechanisms, the articles and the editors who worked on them support collective memory and knowledge production. The activity drives knowledge creation around BLM, organizes the topic space, and generates a neutral accounting of the movement and related events. The patterns of participation and attention around BLM pages also demonstrate some novel dynamics when compared with earlier analysis of Wikipedia.

We discuss the connections between these mechanisms, theory, the implications of our findings for practice and design, as well as the limitations of this work below.

Intensified documentation
In the context of the BLM movement, the growth in the number of articles, acceleration of editing activity, and reduction in article creation latency reflect a general pattern of behavior we term intensified documentation. We do not claim that editors sought to advance the agenda of movement supporters or opponents. Instead, Wikipedians generated a neutral accounting of related events and created topical structures to navigate BLM content. Indirectly, Wikipedia’s coverage arguably lends support to BLM’s claims about police violence in the United States being a systematic problem rather than isolated cases. This affinity between coverage and movement aims of increased visibility, mourning, and commemoration derive from the specific character and tactics of BLM. In general, intensified documentation practices may support or discredit movement frames over time. In this way, intensified Wikipedia coverage of social movement concerns seem likely to capture the context of a movement more thoroughly than other social computing platforms like Twitter.

Collaborative migration
Similar to prior work on breaking news in Wikipedia, we observe collaborative migrations as editors work across topical-related articles. In general, effective coverage of new events implies sustained engagement from editors to coordinate in the aftermath, manage conflicts arising in response, and support collaboration by developing infrastructures (like templates and categories) [27]. The collaborative migrations around BLM extend the understanding of breaking news in one key way. Wikipedia’s coverage of BLM requires the integration of the social movement with events across a longer time horizon. Some events are breaking news with respect to the movement, but others are older events. Some events had articles well before BLM existed, while other events occurred years ago, but did not have an article until after BLM. New current event articles also prompted noticeable changes in the similarities of existing articles, sometimes increasing similarity as prior editors came in or decreasing similarity as new editors joined the editing population. The BLM article itself did not have high co-authorship similarity, but exhibited sustained growth in similarity unlike the event articles. This suggests that it played an increasingly central role facilitating collaboration and connections across events as its editor population became more similar to the other articles. There are likely other types of current events and topic domains that fit this pattern of a central reference article surrounded by a set of less connected articles.

Dynamic re-appraisal
The re-appraisal of past events in response to new events highlights how the distinct affordances of Wikipedia translate into collective memory practices. We find evidence of increased traffic to articles about past events even when there was little new information on them. We interpret this as evidence of Wikipedia readers making sense of new events by...
reading about related prior events. We are not aware of prior work documenting this pattern on Wikipedia or other social computing systems.

We also observe correlations between knowledge production (revisions) and consumption (pageviews) within the same article and also between different articles in our study. In the context of BLM these correlations potentially reflect collective sense-making attempts to constrain uncertain, anomalous, or unjust events within narratives about events having similar familiar contexts and actors [37]. They also reflect patterns consistent with past Wikipedia research finding correlations between viewership and editorship [17].

Intentionally or not, the process of dynamic re-appraisal around events of public mourning and commemoration aligns with some of the goals and tactics embraced by BLM movement participants. Without breaking with community norms like NPOV, Wikipedia became a site of collective memory documenting mourning practices as well as tracing how memories were encoded and re-interpreted. Editors and readers who curated, visited, and re-visited information surrounding movement-related events contributed to this process.

Implications for practice and design
Movement participants or organizations may look to the BLM coverage on Wikipedia as an example of how to coopt a social computing system, but this reflects a profound misunderstanding of how Wikipedia works. Wikipedia’s openness and encyclopedic scope allow social movements to be neutrally documented, resulting in framing and narrative generation processes unlike those found in other social computing systems. Typically, a movement’s framing describes the grievances at stake, determines how the movement is understood, and specifies the scope of issues to be addressed by fostering a “sense of severity, urgency, efficacy, and propriety” [2]. Movement narratives attempt to link past, present, and future events together and align individual and collective identities into stories that shared and referenced [37]. While the use of social media has transformed mobilization strategies [3, 6], movement actors should also consider the role of online communities like Wikipedia in framing movements for a broader audience. Distinct from settings like Twitter or Facebook, movements may struggle to exert control over Wikipedia narratives since the information must meet criteria like neutrality and notability.

Designers could better support the sorts of collaboration, collective sense-making, and attention dynamics we observed around BLM articles in Wikipedia. For example, the evidence we uncover of dynamic re-appraisal suggests that editors working on Wikipedia articles about a particular current event would likely benefit from understanding the coverage of related prior events. Likewise, readership patterns, category structures, and templates could be used to design a more active content suggestion system for Wikipedia readers. Previous work indicates that surfacing past activities or interests for editors can mobilize them to make more contributions [4]. Our findings here imply that similar interventions could help readers navigate a topically-linked set of articles related to unfolding events or movements.

Limitations and future work
Our analysis looked at only a single, prominent, contemporary social movement case in the United States and activity related to it on the largest language edition of Wikipedia. All of these features potentially limit the generalizability of these findings across other cases, movements, or contexts. However, social movements are ubiquitous and social computing systems increasingly function as spaces of collective knowledge production, sense-making, and commemoration. The dynamics we have described here can help guide future investigations into these phenomena.

A richer mixed-methods accounting of the framing contests, value conflicts, editor identities, and motivations would also complement the results we report. The logged revisions provide a rich, but convenient sample of data that sensors contributions during page protections [18], overlooks the choice of information sources [8, 9] and the role of automated agents in supporting collaboration [11]. We do not have data on the demographic attributes of editors or readers in our dataset. While prior work has documented disparities in participation [15], we do not know whether or how the readers and editors of pages related to BLM reflect these broader trends. In addition, while the representation of BLM in Wikipedia may advance some movement goals, we cannot make claims regarding whether editors support the movement or not. Future research might address this in a variety of ways, including analyzing the content of revisions and revision histories of editors, administering surveys to collect demographic or motivational data, and performing interviews and qualitative analyses of editors’ actions.

The descriptive and exploratory quantitative analyses we employed could be augmented as well. Regression, network, or time series modeling could be used to estimate the likelihood of existing editors contributing to movement articles or editors migrating across articles. Text analysis techniques could be used in conjunction with news data to examine the gaps or biases in coverage on Wikipedia compared to popular media narratives and frames. Sequence analysis approaches could be used to better disambiguate the direction of editor flows among these articles [28]. Observational causal inference approaches could also be used to identify the influence of dynamic re-appraisals on other collaborative processes [32].

CONCLUSION
Wikipedia’s openness, popularity, and legibility provides a unique opportunity to track the evolution of social movements’ activity over time. Our analysis of the English Wikipedia’s response to the “Black Lives Matter” movement and articles about related events extends understanding of the role social computing systems have in online collective action. Our findings point to the interplay between collective action and collective memory by highlighting three distinctive mechanisms: intensified documentation, collaborative migration, and dynamic re-appraisal.
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